
D r a z:   scarletts  outfit     http://www.amiclubwear.com/costume-schoolgirl-nn7-
c106whitepink.html 

scarlett2angel: slips back out and shows off my new outfit  
Kneel Diamond: oh good lord  
trisha_29: laughsssssssssss 

Kneel Diamond: looks over at scarlett eyes washing over her up and down slowly  
scarlett2angel: dances around and swats kneels butt i saw u peak 
shy blue eyed t bear: picksjaw...off floor 

Kneel Diamond: I did no such thing!!  
Kneel Diamond: *swats her back softly*  
D r a z: watches  those hips sway  to the beat as scarlett walks back out in    scarletts  
outfit     http://www.amiclubwear.com/costume-schoolgirl-nn7-c106whitepink.html 
daddys_lil_centerfold: oh, my... I like that outfit; gotta get me one. 

shy blue eyed t bear:    
gerrymac55: twins 
scarlett2angel: smiles as my hips sway to the beat and lets my long blonde hair flow down 
my back as my hips move to this and snaps my fingers  

gerrymac55: scarlett "fills" out that outfit.....extremely well 
Kneel Diamond: shakes my head a little, feeling like its a on a swivel that never ends  
daddys_lil_centerfold: lol @ twins... I'm probably much older than scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: moves around the dance floor rollling my hips side to side as my shoulders 
shimmy with the beat  
Kneel Diamond: sisters?  
shy blue eyed t bear: smiles at centerfold 
gerrymac55: but just as pretty 
daddys_lil_centerfold: maybe sisters.... we both have similar hair color, anyway. 

gerrymac55: and a mature sexy 
daddys_lil_centerfold: aww, thank you, Gerry. 

daddys_lil_centerfold: so sweet. 
gerrymac55: raises glass to lil 
gerrymac55: sips drink 

daddys_lil_centerfold: winks back... 
scarlett2angel: smiles as i dance by daddys i lean in an kisses her soft lips  
gerrymac55: *they would look like sexy sisters like that* 

daddys_lil_centerfold: mmmm.... such a nice, soft kiss, too. 
gerrymac55: hmmmm 

shy blue eyed t bear:      
gerrymac55: visions 

Kneel Diamond: puts my glass down, soft blue eyes watching scarlett carefully, licking my 
suddenly dry lips, her skirt lifting as she bends to kiss lil  
gerrymac55: sexy visions 

scarlett2angel: licks my lips and spins away letting my hair fly around while my hips sway in 
small circles  
daddys_lil_centerfold: notices Kneel tilting his head sideways as Scarlett's skirt lifted up a bit. 

gerrymac55: kneel don't fall over 
daddys_lil_centerfold: he may sprain his neck 
gerrymac55: or something else 

Kneel Diamond: hey now folks...nothing to see here   points to lil's legs.  SOmething to see 
right there  
gerrymac55: kneel, from where i sit....they are lovely legs..... 
gerrymac55: lil is sexy 
scarlett2angel: spins around and around the center of the room as my small skirt shows off 

more than it should as rock my head side to side  
Kneel Diamond: exactly what I was implying! I'm nothing to see...but legs definitely are  
daddys_lil_centerfold: stands and starts to clap over my head, really getting into Scarlett's 

effort. 



gerrymac55: so if we get them both the same outfits..... 
gerrymac55: watches the "sisters" dancing 

D r a z: grins watching   lil's body moving in the small outfit 

shy blue eyed t bear:    
daddys_lil_centerfold: I'd wear that, if Scarlett was wearing the same thing. 
scarlett2angel: smiles at D r a z an slips my hands up to my tits squeezes them an rocks my 

hips letting the room see my pink panties as i move around the dance floor 
Kneel Diamond: biting my bottom lip, watching scarlett carefully, eyes following the trail of 
her fingers over the curves of her breasts  
D r a z: looks to see saph's  pink showing under  her  tiny skirt 
scarlett2angel: takes daddys hands in my come dance with me  

gerrymac55: hands kneel a towel for the blood that is starting to leave his lip 
Kneel Diamond: ty sir  

gerrymac55:    
Kneel Diamond: dabs it a little, laughing...I almost chewed it off when I saw the soft pink 
panties  
scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips making my skirt slide up my ass an winks at her  
daddys_lil_centerfold: slowly starts to shake my shoulders to the music 
gerrymac55: roxy you are not dancing? 

D r a z: wb roxanne  
daddys_lil_centerfold: bouncing my hips from side to side 
riverboy354: hello all... 
roxanne22: nah.. i'll just watch here.. winks 
gerrymac55: *watches something else bouncing on lil* 

daddys_lil_centerfold: turning slow circles as I alternate bending knees a little. 
gerrymac55: ahhh the return of disco 

shy blue eyed t bear: leans back..into the shadows.....watching the sexy dancers   
scarlett2angel: grabs my ass as my shoulders shimmy looks back over my shoulder and pulls 

my skirt up  
Kneel Diamond: woooo  
Kneel Diamond: grinning over at scarlett watching her closely  
gerrymac55: leans back watching the dancers 
daddys_lil_centerfold: stands close to Scarlett and puts my hands on her hips as we begin to 
swivel them in synchronization. 

trisha_29: gets up....kicks my shoes off...walks to the bar..climbs up on the bar 
stool...stepping over onto the bar....looking around 
scarlett2angel: rocks side to side lets get down on it as my ass sways to the rhytum and my 

tits move under my top making my nipples harder  
roxanne22: leans back to the shadow of the booth 

Kneel Diamond: shakes my head a little, grabbing the collar of my shirt pumping softly 
letting the warm air out, fingers rubbing up and down the top of my thighs  
scarlett2angel: smiles at daddys and rolls my hips with hers let’s see if this drives the men 

crazy 
gerrymac55: *clean up in front of kneel* 
riverboy354: works for me 

Kneel Diamond: shush gerry! lol  
D r a z: grins watching  scarlett and  lil  dance   
scarlett2angel: leans in kisses her neck as my fingers tug on her hips as licks down between 

each of her ample breats  
trisha_29: reaches up...grabs the swing above me...pulls myself up and sits on the swing 
Kneel Diamond: watching the bodies softly pressing together, taking a long sip of my drink  
daddys_lil_centerfold: grabs the placket of my blue silk blouse and pulls it open so my royal 
blue bra shows toward Scarlett, and leans in until our breasts just barely touch.... 
roxanne22: watch the sisters and trish 

Bad choice_1: ty trisha 
D r a z:  looks up to see trsisha  up on the swing  ,....wheeee 



daddys_lil_centerfold: leans in for a dancing kiss. 
Kneel Diamond: woo trisha  
daddys_lil_centerfold: looks over and gives Trish a big smile and thumbs up! 

gerrymac55:    
scarlett2angel: winks at her as my lips move lower an our hips move together  
trisha_29: winks...swings back and forth 

Kneel Diamond: lost my tunes and didn't even notice...ahem...a little immersed in the bodys 
teasing each other and us  
gerrymac55: a little? 

roxanne22: lol 
daddys_lil_centerfold: slips the blouse down off my shoulders a bit, exposing the top of my 
arms 

scarlett2angel: smiles at trish slides my my hands up between us and rips daddys top open 
more an rubs my hard nipples against hers  
Kneel Diamond: Mmm MMM  
Kneel Diamond: whew  
trisha_29: grins at scarlett....swinging my legs back and forth on the swing 
Kneel Diamond: listens to the buttons of her blouse patter around on the floor rolling away  
daddys_lil_centerfold: reaches forward and starts to fumble with the knot at the front of 
Scarlett's top... 
shy blue eyed t bear: watches trisha's....swinging legs....thinks mmmmm mmmm 

gerrymac55: kneel, better get cool wash cloths ready for the dancers when they are done 
scarlett2angel: smiles spins around and presses my ass back against daddys while i smile 
and lok at trish swinging back and forth 

Kneel Diamond: grins, tongue dashing out across my lips  
trisha_29: hops down off the swing...lands on the bar...eyes draz at the end of the bar........ 
Kneel Diamond: agreed  
roxanne22: hi david 
D r a z: their outfits  >>   http://www.amiclubwear.com/costume-schoolgirl-nn7-

c106whitepink.html 
scarlett2angel: mmmmmm pushes back as i feel my top come untied letting my pink bra be 
seen as my hips and ass moves with hers 

Kneel Diamond: grinning..that skirt is just the perfect length  
trisha_29: oh drazzzzzzzzzzzz.....do you have any popsicles at the end of that bar...grins 
and shifts around to my hands and nees on the bar...ready to crawl down it for what i 
want 
daddys_lil_centerfold: flips the back of the skirt up toward Kneel, showing him that I just 
have a little black thong on underneath. 

D r a z:  slides a tray of popsicles  to the end of  the bar 
Kneel Diamond: growls under my breath, grinning at lil eyeing the soft black thong  
scarlett2angel: bites my tongue as i watch trish and wiggles back against daddys hips mmm 

its getting hot in here 
roxanne22: sips my drinks as i watch the dancer 

Kneel Diamond: sings along...so take off all your clothes  
trisha_29: grins....purrrssssss softly at the popsicles ....raising my ass high...giving it a slow 
swirl as i crawl down the bar slowly to the popsicles 

daddys_lil_centerfold: slowly undulates my dance over toward end of the bar to obtain a 
couple of those popsicles for use on the stage, too. 
Kneel Diamond: looking up at the bar, noting the angle and roll of trishas fine derrier  
scarlett2angel: pprssss as i dance away leting daddy stand there with my top in her hands 
twrills around letting the room see m y pink bra  
daddys_lil_centerfold: dances back toward Scarlett, two popsicles in hand... 

Kneel Diamond: watches the skirt flip up and fly around taking a long look at Scarletts long 
legs  
trisha_29: reaching the end of the bar....slinking down onto my tummy as my hand reaches 
for a popsicle...twirling it in my fingers and i roll over onto my back..bringing the popsicle 
down to my lips....tongue swirling slowly over the end of it...mmmmmm 



scarlett2angel: smiles takes the popcicle wraps my wet lips around it and spins around  
Kneel Diamond: exhales hard watching scarletts lips tug at the popsicle, melting in my seat 
just like the popsicle  
D r a z: chuckles watching  trisha and the girls enjoying  the  popsicles  
Kneel Diamond: looks over at gerry, exhaling hard raising my glass  
scarlett2angel: waving my arms over m y head as my skirt shows off my ass more while i 
move around the dance floor 

shy blue eyed t bear:    
daddys_lil_centerfold: lays my popsicle softly at the top of my chest, and slowly begins to 

drag it down the front of my torso, all the way to my belly button and beyond.... 
Kneel Diamond: watching trisha devour the tip of the popsicle  
Kneel Diamond: lil is making a mess!  
shy blue eyed t bear: mmmmmm but what a mess 
trisha_29: arching my back up off the bar top as the ice crystals tingle my lips...stretching 
my arm up above my head...legs bent...feet flat on the bar top...sprawling and 
squirming...rubbing the popsicle along my warm lips...purrring softly 
Kneel Diamond: a delicious juicy mess indeed  
shy blue eyed t bear: uhhh huhhhhh 
scarlett2angel: winks at daddys an shakes my hips and ass with the tune while trish seats 
the bar on fire with her sexy wiggle 

daddys_lil_centerfold: slowly moves the melting popsicle back up my front, swirling it in 
circles all over my skin... 
Kneel Diamond: bear...we need popsicles  
shy blue eyed t bear: looks...over at trisha....smiling 
shy blue eyed t bear: rather watch them....with the popsicles 
Kneel Diamond: work work work senoras!!! cheers for the ladies  
daddys_lil_centerfold: the melting blue liquid is running down my torso, matching the color of 
my bra 

shy blue eyed t bear: covers lap.....with a towel 
trisha_29: closing my eyes as my lips part to the popsicle....my head tilting bac...slowly 
twirling the popsicle and slipping it down into my mouth and back out slowly....soft little 
slurping noises as i suck the cold crisp juices 
Kneel Diamond: clears my suddenly wordless throat  
Kneel Diamond: shake shake shakeeeee  

shy blue eyed t bear:    
daddys_lil_centerfold: dance over toward Scarlett with my popsicle in hand... 
scarlett2angel: rolls my tongue around and around the cold round thing between my lips as 
my shoulders shimmy to the rhytum and dances back to daddy  

Kneel Diamond: i want to go join them...  
shy blue eyed t bear: thinks......mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm dayum......watching 
trisha...from the shadows 

daddys_lil_centerfold: lays the popsicle on its side on her tummy and slides it up and down 
between her rib cage and the top of her skirt. 
trisha_29: feet sliding along the bar top...stretching my long bare legs out....hips lifting and 
wiggling as the cold crystals flow down my throat...popping the end of the popsicle from 
my cold lips soundly...mmmmmm 
scarlett2angel: smiles and wiggles my hips as my nipples push my bra up as my tongue 

turns a shade of red form the popcicle  
Kneel Diamond: bites my lip watching the popsicle dampen lils soft skin  
D r a z: its like the more I get  the more I want ........girls girls girls ...standing applauding 
all te girls  
Kneel Diamond: turns to the sound of the "pop" watching the long long legs dance ontop of 
the bar  
daddys_lil_centerfold: leans in for a deep, soft kiss from Scarlett, tasting the cherry flavor of 
the popsicle off her tongue.... 

shy blue eyed t bear: ohhhh...seeing the popsicle....emerging from trisha's lips 



scarlett2angel: archs my back an wiggles my hips as daddys makes sticky marks on my skin 
tosses my head back and shakes my hair  

Kneel Diamond: woooo claps with Draz  
Kneel Diamond: watching Scarletts tits wiggle and bounce with her body  
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmdaddy i kissed a girl and liked it winks as my red lips press 

against hers 
daddys_lil_centerfold: finishes untying the knot on Scarlett's top, so both of our blouses are 
now open to the waist.... 

trisha_29: slowly rolling over onto my tummy...propping myself up on my elbows....turning 
my head a bit and running my tongue down the cold shaft of the icey pop....licking back 
up it slowly...twirling it in my warm pouty lips 
Kneel Diamond: that popsible of trishas won't last long  
Kneel Diamond: bon bon bonnnnnssssss  
daddys_lil_centerfold: tosses my head to the side to signal Scarlett to take a quick glance of 
how erotically Trisha is enjoying her popsicle, too. 
D r a z:  shake your bon bon    

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips as i look into daddys eyes mmmmm trish sure is sexy isnt she? 
trisha_29: lifts my ass and wiggles it with the music...sucking the entire lenght of the 
popsicle into my mouth and back out slowly 

shy blue eyed t bear: running my eyes...up and down her form.....smiling as she turns her 
head...enjoying the popsicle 
daddys_lil_centerfold: mmmm, yes..... 

daddys_lil_centerfold: hey, Trish... do you call that particular technique with the popsicle the 
"Deep Freeze"? 
scarlett2angel: smiles at trish as i suck my popcicle while my breasts move under my bra 

tring to get free  
Kneel Diamond: grins at lil  
trisha_29: laughs softly...swirling my warm tongue over the icey goodness....a deep 
something lil...winks 
D r a z:  mmmmmmmm such  sweet delight  

shy blue eyed t bear: an evil grin..across m,y face...as watching her ass wiggles 
daddys_lil_centerfold: shrugs my shoulders to let my blouse fall completely down my arms 
and onto the stage floor... kicks it into Kneel's lap 

Kneel Diamond: bites my tongue a little, clenching her blouse, grinning letting my eyes roam 
up and down her figure  
D r a z:  watches  the hips sway even faster  to  the beat  

trisha_29: sucking a little harder at the popsicle...feeling a piece break off in my 
mouth..swirling it around with my tongue and swallowing it 
Kneel Diamond: yeahh babyyyy  
scarlett2angel: rolls my tongue around the sweet cold thing in my mouth removes my top 
and spins around the dance floor letting my short skirt show off my ass and pink panties  
Kneel Diamond: growls softly  
D r a z: woo hoo she bangs ...............she stings like a bee 
Kneel Diamond: she bangs she banggsssssss    watching scarletts hips pop and spin with the 
tune  
daddys_lil_centerfold: reaches out to grab Scarlett's blouse, then swings it around in a circle 
over my head a few times before throwing it right into Draz's face. 

D r a z:  smiles catching   the blouse  and putting behind the bar 
shy blue eyed t bear: wipes my forehead...licks my lips....watching her swirls..the portion 
Kneel Diamond: sends the sailors after gerry  
scarlett2angel: nibbles on it making it melt and moves it around with the tip of my tongue as 
sway around the floor letting daddy have my top and pulls my skirt up more 
D r a z:  he feinted kneel and we had  the paramedics take him to  emergency 

Kneel Diamond: watching the pink panties flash over and over tilting my head watching the 
soft curves underneath it  
daddys_lil_centerfold: look, Trish has pulled most of the food coloring and flavor out of the tip 

of that popsicle... it's almost white. 



trisha_29: finishes off my popsicle....licking along the stick before tossing it over to the 
trash 

daddys_lil_centerfold: lol 
D r a z: smiles watching  trisha   
Kneel Diamond: haha I was making a Sailor Jerry's reference since he busted me out for 
gawking like a schoolboy  
shy blue eyed t bear: smiles...as i look away.....closes my eyes 
scarlett2angel: winks at trish and spins around letting my skirt slip up my hips more 

Kneel Diamond: eyes roaming over trishs long body extended out on the bar  
Kneel Diamond: she drained the color right out of it lil  
trisha_29: licks the remaining cold juices from my warm lips 
Kneel Diamond: scoots around in my seat, adjusting myself a little  
Kneel Diamond: that skirt doesn't have much further to slip Scarlett....grins up at her  

shy blue eyed t bear:   ~~   
scarlett2angel: rocks my hips side to side looks around the room tosses my skirt at the bar 
as i move onto the stage drops to my knees and wiggles my hips as i slowly crawl up the 
stage 

Kneel Diamond: Mmmmmmm   watches the skirt fly across the room  
daddys_lil_centerfold: stands behind Scarlett, rubbing my popsicle over her bare shoulders 
and watching the juices run down to the top edge of her bra, and down over her shoulder 

blades, and along her spine.... 
Kneel Diamond: blue eyes flickering, watching the show, trishas red tongue wetting her lips  
D r a z:  stands and applauds  the girls   ...  tchu tchu tcha 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back as my hair flows down to my ass shakes my hips looks 
around an rolls onto my ass kicks my feet up an winks as my breasts push my bra up 

more  

shy blue eyed t bear: returns....to the shadows   
Kneel Diamond: growls softly watching Scarletts long long hair drape over her form, licking 
my lips watching her ass roll and shake  
scarlett2angel: smiles at daddy licks my lips reachs around behind my back unclips my bra 
and wiggles my fingers at daddy to come closer 
scarlett2angel: whispers so the guys wont fight over my bra slips it off and hands it to 

daddys  
daddys_lil_centerfold: puts my hands on scarlett's shoulders, and in one smooth motion, 
slides her bra straps off and puts my hands over her breasts so we don't break the nudity 

rule.... 
Kneel Diamond: oh its safe tonight scarlett, scouts honor  
shy blue eyed t bear: smiles 

scarlett2angel: rolls back onto my hands and knees wiggles my ass an crawls up the stage 
showing off mya ss and hard nipples  

D r a z: winks  you are  good on the stage  lil 
Kneel Diamond: wooo Scarletttt  
Kneel Diamond: all three of You are awesome  
scarlett2angel: i rememberd that rule D r a z 
Kneel Diamond: claps with the beat, smiling holding onto lil's blouse  
trisha_29: hops down off the bar....walks to the changing room 

scarlett2angel: winks at daddy as my ass sways as i jump up and dances around topless on 
the stage 
daddys_lil_centerfold: lol, Scarlett... you're going to get us in trouble with Draz!!! 

scarlett2angel: waves at blonde  
Kneel Diamond: sits up a little straighter, watching Scarletts perky nipples bouncing around  
blonde_genius: waves at scarlett...go girl go! 

scarlett2angel: not as lonfg as i stay on the stage 
trisha_29: walking out in my little white bikini....tugging at the little bottoms to cover the 
curves of my ass as i make my way to the pool 
Kneel Diamond: Draz...Sam and the womp?  



D r a z: watches  trisha’s as wander over  to the poll 
D r a z:  yes kneel  

daddys_lil_centerfold: Well, if that's the case.... 
Kneel Diamond: niceee  
trisha_29: dipping my toes in the water to test the temp...mmm...diving in and swimming 
across the bottom...coming up at the other side of the pool 
scarlett2angel: smiles shakes my bare tits at blonde an moves around on the stage winks at 
all the men that are scared to move closer 

Kneel Diamond: ohhhhhh not scared at all  
daddys_lil_centerfold: sways my buns around in an undulating circle while occasionally 

flipping up the back of the skirt or bending provocatively over.... 
D r a z:  bom bom bom  

shy blue eyed t bear:    
Kneel Diamond: grabs my drink  and walks up to the stage taking a seat in front of it, setting 
the glass down just underneatht he tail  
Kneel Diamond: rail*  
daddys_lil_centerfold: there's tail up there, too, Kneel... LOL 

trisha_29: leans against the edge of the pool...relaxing in the warm water 
Kneel Diamond: smirks over at lil and her pinchable buns  
scarlett2angel: smiles at the brave man drops to my knees and slowly crawls up to him 

letting him see my nipples as my hips sway side to side  
daddys_lil_centerfold: lifts my skirt up, and tightens up my buns, right in front of Kneel. 
Kneel Diamond: Mmmmmm  
Kneel Diamond: eyes looking back and forth between the buns and boobs  
daddys_lil_centerfold: then flexes each cheek independently.... left, right, left, right..... 
Kneel Diamond: blinks once, pinching my arm to make sure I'm awake  
D r a z: stands and appalauds the girls ..quiet a show tonight 

shy blue eyed t bear:      
Kneel Diamond: smiles watching her cheeks flex and relax, putting my hands down in my lap 
to keep from misbehaving  
scarlett2angel: winks at daddy an slides my hands up his chest grips each shoulder and 
rocks the top half of my body to the song as my breasts sway inches from his lips  

trisha_29: puts my hands on the edge of the pool and pushes up...climbing out of the 
water....grabbing a towel and walking back the changing room 
Kneel Diamond: looking up at Scarlett with big smile, the soft scent of her skin slipping over 
me  
blonde_genius: one little dip, trisha? 
Kneel Diamond: trails of popsicle painting her skin  
trisha_29: yeah...thats all i needed blonde 
daddys_lil_centerfold: reaches over to the right side of the skirt, undoing the snaps... 
Kneel Diamond: eyes moving back and forth with the motion of her tits  
trisha_29: changes back into my little shorts and tank top...walks out and slips down into 
my recliner 
scarlett2angel: rolls my shoulders an whispers no touching kneel as my nipples brush 

against each of his cheeks as i run my fingers in his hair and sways to the tune  
daddys_lil_centerfold: leans forward and does a cartwheel as the skirt falls to my ankles. 
Kneel Diamond: closes my eyes, breathing harder, looking up at Scar, lips smiling coyly up at 
her  
scarlett2angel: smiles at kneel as my fingertips tugs your head back kisses your neck and 

chest as my body moves to this song  
daddys_lil_centerfold: might was well unhook the front of the bra, too... especially to such a 
seductive song. 

Kneel Diamond: pursing my lips together, fingers curling in my lap, growling softly at the 
touch of her lips along my sensitive neck  
scarlett2angel: smiles at kneel sits back on my ankles ok wheres my money?  



Kneel Diamond: can I pay you with happy happy grins?  biting my lower lip a little looking up 
at her  
daddys_lil_centerfold: Girls gotta make a living, Kneel. 
scarlett2angel: smiles pushs you back stands and shakes my ass while i walk down ther 
stage to the curtain  

Kneel Diamond: exhales hard, Mmmmm, watching her tight little ass walk back to the edge 
of the stage  
Kneel Diamond: biting my lip as the pink panties walk away  
Kneel Diamond: stands up, raising from the chair walking over to lil kissing her cheek 
handing her the blouse  
Kneel Diamond: ty for dancing  
roxanne22: lol thats the only tip? 
D r a z:  wow girls .....................thanks  for the show .........fabulous  

shy blue eyed t bear: take care y'all........waves 
Kneel Diamond: such an awesome job ladies  
Kneel Diamond: walks over to Scarlett kissing her cheek tucking a little something into the 
side of her soft pink panties  
21Kneel Diamond: smiles at lil...thanks for keeping me warm  
Kneel Diamond: that was a hell of a dance  
daddys_lil_centerfold: glad you liked it. 
blonde_genius: how old was he? 
scarlett2angel: waves hello to bob as i walk back in in my new white top tied just under my 

breasts and my hair tied back finds a seat and orders a drink 
blonde_genius: probably hadn't changed it 
daddys_lil_centerfold: now that I know the stage is more liberal than the rest of the place, I 

may find my way there a bit more often. 
D r a z: told him to he told me go forth and multipkly 
scarlett2angel: daddy we have cages to dance in too 

Kneel Diamond: well then we had better be prepared to keep the popsicles at the ready  
blonde_genius: LOL...too dumb to even read who owns room? wow 

daddys_lil_centerfold: oh, OK, Scarlett... thanks.  I'm still learning my way in here. 
blonde_genius: snaps is the name of the game the name of the game is snaps 
scarlett2angel: havent danced in a cage in a long time  

Kneel Diamond: You were awesome Scarlett  
scarlett2angel: ty kneel 
D r a z: that was great scarlett 

daddys_lil_centerfold: Yes, I found it very erotic myself, Scarlett. 


